
Building a Diversity, Equity & 
Inclusion Program

Change perspectives. Achieve compliance. Elevate culture.

Leadership Primer

For more information visit 

kantola.com/diversity 

or e-mail us: info@kantola.com
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The Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Journey

Set your ambition

Assess & diagnose

Make a plan

Get moving

Strive & grow

The first step is often the 

hardest. Is your organization 

committed to starting the 

journey towards a diverse, 

equitable, and inclusive 

workforce? What are you 

trying to accomplish and 

why?

Set your goals and 

strategy. Create (or 

improve) a concrete, multi-

faceted program. The 

program needs to be 

realistic, appropriately 

resourced, and with a clear 

implementation plan. 

Focus on creating an 

enabling environment that 

will make your program 

successful.

What is your starting point? 

Have you taken steps 

already? What worked? 

What does your 

organization say? What do 

your metrics tell you? 

Don’t let the enormity 

prevent you from taking 

small positive steps. Pick 

somewhere to start and 

build from there. Set

priorities for the near and

medium-term.

Communicate what you are 

doing. Seek feedback.

Assess progress. Refine 

your plan where needed. 

Celebrate successes. And 

then set more goals. Make 

your plan live. Aim for 

more. The work is never 

done! 



Commit to, and then 

develop, a bespoke 

diversity, equity and 

inclusion strategy

Sample DE&I Program Framework

Build an inclusive 
program designed 
around employee 
experiences

Create an enabling 

environment where 

all employees are part 

of the solution

Articulate your ambition - what are you trying to accomplish, and why

Perform diagnostic of past efforts, understanding successes & failures

Focus on listening to team/market & building listening infrastructure

Define diversity, equity & inclusion based on your organization’s context

Build case for change and leadership alignment

Understand sources of resistance and build plan to neutralize
Set goals, priorities, objectives, metrics & measurement plan based on impact & effort
Define clear leadership of program, accountability & aligned incentives

Elevate with engagement, implementation & continuous improvement plans 
Tie into mission, values, policies and procedures inside and outside four walls

Engage Launch Thrive Advance Sustain

Target recruitment pool 

reflective of diversity targets

Design appropriate methods 

to seek out & attract diversity

Vet JDs to remove bias

Recognize & tackle 

interviewer / process bias 

Demonstrate throughout 

process to candidates they 

will be included & valued

Develop onboarding plan 

designed to launch employee 

on positive trajectory within 

company

Ensure plan is cognizant of 

dynamics & issues 

underrepresented employees 

face

Establish cross-cutting 

mentorship programs

Establish affinity groups

Reduce in-group/out-group 

dynamics & create cross-

group interactions

Promote advocacy/ proactive 

inclusion

Weed out micro-aggressions

Establish career sponsors

Design “Listening ear” to give 

everyone an equal voice

Focus on uncovering & 

harnessing value of diversity

Treat promotion like 

recruiting (e.g. methods to 

tackle process bias)

Value diversity of experience 

& thought in JDs

Vet performance evaluation 

approaches for bias

Give everyone opportunities 

to succeed based on value 

creation

Adapt culture so that 

everyone can identify and 

belong to it

Turn individual learnings into 

sustainable policies

Integrate career sponsors 

into retention

Address unique requirements

Design individualized career 

tracks

Ensure diversity, equity & 

inclusion is embraced. Focus on:

− Both the moral basis as well

as the business case

− It takes work to fully value &

incorporate the unfamiliar
− Emphasize that inclusion

benefits everyone

Develop common framework to 

understand and discuss how 

exclusion happens. Make sure 

everyone can:

− Recognize exclusion &

microaggressions

− Productively give and receive

feedback about exclusion

Help everyone understand how others 

can experience the same workplace in 

very different ways. Build knowledge 

of unconscious bias:

− Why it exists

− How it manifests itself

and its impact

− Practical steps to address

Provide tools to help employees act. 

Focus on:

− Learning about others, and ways to

build trust

− Listen & amplify others’ voices,

vs acting & speaking for others

− It’s a journey/opportunity

for growth
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How you can ensure your Diversity, Equity & Inclusion 
Programs are successful
Common reasons programs fail… How to overcome

Lack of real strategic commitment
Treat program like other core value generating opportunities

Follow-through, even when it conflicts with short-run commercial interests

Poor program design

Managers not part of solution

Failure to diagnose & address bias

Underestimated organizational resistance

Focus on a comprehensive solution (e.g. not just one-off standalone trainings)

Create realistic targets and expectations based on organization’s starting point

Emphasize internal sponsorship and grass-roots support

Prioritize honest feedback loop between leadership & under-represented groups

Treat Managers as integral part of a solution – every step of the way

Ensure Manager involvement and buy-in, check in often

Explain that DEI initiatives are not a zero-sum game for over-represented groups

Choose a high-quality training approach, so as not to cause backlash

Help departments juggling many competing priorities to prioritize DEI efforts

Support managers to feel qualified in handling sensitive topics

Organizations inherit (and perpetuate) wider social inequality issues – acknowledge 

and accept where you are today, and keep the end-goal in mind

Don’t let the enormity prevent you from taking small positive steps

Listen closely to under-represented groups

Educate teams on unconscious bias, equip with practical tools to address

Be cognizant of culture & success traps: companies create strong identities to recruit, 

motivate & retain talent, but this can create bias towards current dominant profile

Change is hard




